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Abstract. The diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a critical step in the management of patients. We have developed a
non-invasive diagnosis tool based on magnetic resonance molecular imaging (MRMI) of amyloid-� peptide using ultra-small
particles of iron oxide (USPIO) functionalized with a disulfide constrained cyclic heptapeptide (PHO) identified by phage
display (USPIO-PHO). After previously demonstrating the optimal pharmacologic properties of USPIO-PHO and its capacity
to cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB), the ability of USPIO-PHO to target amyloid plaques (AP) by MRMI has been validated
in the present work on AD transgenic mice. The immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescent detection of USPIO-PHO
on brain sections collected after in vivo MRMI studies enabled its colocalization with AP, confirming the BBB passage
and specific targeting. The AP targeting by USPIO-PHO has been moreover corroborated by the good correlation between
the number of AP detected with anti-amyloid beta antibody and Perls’-DAB staining. Finally, the crossing mechanism of
USPIO-PHO through the BBB was elucidated, revealing the involvement of non-degradation pathway of caveolae, while the
control contrast agent USPIO-PEG was not endocytosed by the human brain endothelial cells.
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INTRODUCTION25

Among all dementias, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is26

the biggest killer worldwide and constitutes a global27
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health problem. Every year, 9.9 million people are 28

diagnosed with AD in both developed and devel- 29

oping nations due to the population aging [1, 2]. 30

Current concerns are imperative from both scientific 31

and economic points of view, and require significant 32

advances of both therapeutic and diagnosis tools. Cur- 33

rently, the main challenge is to improve the AD diag- 34

nosis that is late and definitive only after postmortem 35

examination. The initial diagnosis is presump- 36

tive and based on clinical and neuropsychological 37
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evaluations, but there is no routine screening, and38

diagnosis is often performed on the basis of symp-39

toms observed by the patient’s relatives. At this40

late time point, the disease is too advanced because41

of high neuronal loss, decreasing the outcome of42

symptomatic treatments available today [3].43

The amyloid hypothesis sustains that excessive44

production or impaired catabolism of amyloidogenic45

fragments (amyloid-� peptides, i.e., A�40 and A�42)46

of the amyloid-� protein precursor (A�PP) initiates47

the pathogenic cascades, causing neuronal dysfunc-48

tion and neurodegeneration [1, 4–6]. Being more49

hydrophobic and fibrillogenic, A�42 is the major con-50

stituent of amyloid plaques (AP) that are one of the51

main hallmarks of AD [7–9]. During the pathogenesis52

process, A�42 accumulates and aggregates in numer-53

ous deposits within the brain. The formation of these54

plaques is one of the first molecular events in AD55

and precedes by at least 10 years the apparition of56

the first clinical symptoms. It is why AP monitoring57

is the main predictive and specific biomarker of AD.58

Therefore, many efforts were dedicated during the59

last decade to develop specific probes able to detect60

A�42 deposits by trying to improve the specificity61

and the precocity of AD diagnosis.62

Due to its high sensitivity, nuclear imaging pro-63

vides tools for early detection of pathological64

biomarkers and for ruling out other pathologies. Sev-65

eral positron emission tomography (PET) tracers66

(PIB compound, SB13 labelled with 11-carbon, BF-67

227 labelled with 11-carbon, FDDNP labelled with68

18-fluor) were developed in the last decade to detect69

A�42 deposits [10].70

Near infrared fluorescence (NIRF) imaging is a71

low cost, fast, and safe alternative to nuclear imag-72

ing methods. In this light window, the sensitivity is73

optimal because the tissue autofluorescence is lim-74

ited and the light penetration is maximized. Some75

A�-targeted NIRF probes were developed and evalu-76

ated in AD mouse models [11]. Unfortunately, NIRF77

approach has limited use in human diagnosis because78

of a detection depth limited to a few centimeters.79

Due to its high anatomical resolution, large pene-80

tration depth, and its typical non-invasiveness which81

enables iterative patient monitoring, magnetic res-82

onance imaging (MRI) seems to be an optimal83

alternative to nuclear and NIFR imaging technolo-84

gies. MRI contrast agents (CA) can be engineered85

to perform high resolution molecular imaging and,86

among them, ultra-small particles of iron oxide87

(USPIO) offer the highest sensitivity and low toxi-88

city. To bind AP, MRI CA were linked to A�42 [12]89

or a fragment of A� [13] using the intrinsic property 90

of A� to self-aggregate. Other CA were vectorized 91

with an anti-amyloid antibody [14]. However, these 92

large molecules are highly immunogenic and have 93

short half-lives once injected. Furthermore, they do 94

not pass through the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and 95

some invasive drugs, such as mannitol, have to be co- 96

injected. Indeed, crossing the BBB is one of the main 97

challenges when targeting structures in the brain. 98

The exchange between blood compartment and brain 99

parenchyma is very restrictive because of the partic- 100

ular structure of the cerebral capillary endothelium, 101

i.e., the absence of fenestration, the presence of efflux 102

active pumps, the low level of pinocytosis vesicles 103

and the high level of specific transport. Consequently, 104

only very small hydrophobic compounds can pass 105

passively through the BBB, whereas larger molecules 106

cross this biological barrier through transcytosis 107

mechanisms involving specific-receptors. Astrocytic 108

endfeet processes and mesenchymal-like cells peri- 109

cytes play also a key role in the control of molecular 110

transit across the BBB. 111

In aiming to solve the limitations of the previously 112

proposed MRI CA and develop a complementary 113

tool for PET tracers already approved for clini- 114

cal implementation, we have searched for original 115

low-molecular weight peptide vectors, known for 116

their optimal pharmacologic properties, such as the 117

reduced immunogenicity, toxicity, and in vivo reten- 118

tion. By coupling them to USPIO, the new CA could 119

attain a targeting affinity and imaging sensitivity com- 120

parable to those of nuclear probes. To achieve this 121

goal, the phage display technology has been previ- 122

ously employed by our group to screen small peptide 123

(i.e., 6-7 amino acids) libraries for their affinity to 124

A�42 [15]. Three peptides (named PHO, PHI, and 125

P1) were selected based on their promising A�42 126

targeting skills, and they were coupled to USPIO 127

with the goal to develop MRI CA for AD diag- 128

nosis. After a large panel of in vitro and in vivo 129

evaluations, USPIO-PHO was selected because of its 130

optimal pharmacologic properties, namely the lack 131

of toxicity, both in vitro and in vivo; a high affinity 132

against its target, the A�42; pharmacokinetic param- 133

eters that allow its accumulation in the brain; and 134

a capacity to cross the BBB without any crossing 135

strategy [16]. If successful, the new MRI tracer could 136

contribute to the non-invasive AD diagnosis via the 137

detection of the brain’s amyloid burden with high sen- 138

sitivity (characteristic to USPIO CA) and anatomical 139

resolution (characteristic to MRI technique). More- 140

over, this new imaging probe could additionally be 141
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functionalized with PET tracers for a multimodal142

amyloid visualization with hybrid PET/MRI scanners143

recently introduced for clinical applications, offering144

novel perspectives for more accurate AD diagnosis.145

In the present work, USPIO-PHO was evaluated146

on AD mouse models (TG2576, APP/PS1 dE9, and147

triple transgenic APP/PS1/Tau) in order to validate its148

diagnostic ability by MRI. The correlation between149

immunohistochemistry detection of AP on brain sec-150

tions and USPIO-PHO binding to the same AD151

biomarker enabled us to quantify the potential of152

USPIO-PHO to discriminate the level of A�42 depo-153

sition and thus the disease severity. The colocalization154

of USPIO-PHO with A�42 aggregates, including AP,155

was assessed by immunofluorescence and compared156

to a non-functionalized CA to validate its specificity.157

USPIO derivatives were all rendered stealth by sur-158

face coating with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), which159

improves the specific biomarker targeting by prevent-160

ing USPIO opsonization and the clearance by the161

reticuloendothelial system.162

MATERIAL AND METHODS163

Synthesis of USPIO derivatives164

USPIO derivatives were synthesized as previ-165

ously described [16–20]. Briefly, the 8-amino-3,6-166

dioxaoctanoyl (two PEG units) derivative of peptide167

PHO (PolyPeptide Strasbourg, France) was cova-168

lently conjugated via its N-terminus to the carboxyl169

groups exposed at the surface of USPIO to obtain170

USPIO-PHO. A PEG coating [O-(2-aminoethyl)-171

O-methyl-polyethyleneglycol, Mw ∼ 750 g/mol,172

Sigma-Aldrich, Bornem, Belgium] was then added173

onto the free reactive groups of USPIO. USPIO174

coupled with PEG only (USPIO-PEG) was used175

as a negative control. For in vitro fluorescence176

assays, rhodamine was added to our USPIO con-177

structs (USPIO-PHO-rho and USPIO-PEG-rho) as178

described by Stanicki et al. [21]. For this purpose, a179

grafting step of rhodamine derivative is added before180

the PEG coating.181

Molecular imaging by MRI of Aβ42 in the brain182

of animal models of AD183

Mouse models of AD and experimental groups184

All in vivo experiments fulfil the requirements of185

the UMONS Animal Care and Use Committee and186

adhere to the national and international laws and pro-187

visions regarding the protection of animals. Three188

transgenic mouse models (only males) were used in 189

these studies: (1) TG2576 mice [B6;SJL-Tg2576Kha 190

(APPSWE)]; (2) APP/PS1 dE9 mice [B6.Cg- 191

Tg(APPswe, PSEN1dE9)85Dbo/J], both strains 192

kindly provided by Guerbet company (Aulnay- 193

sous-Bois, France); and (3) APP/PS1/Tau [B6;129- 194

Psen1tm1Mpm Tg(APPswe, tauP301L)1Lfa/Mmjax], 195

purchased from The Jackson Laboratories (Maine, 196

USA). TG2576 mice overexpress the isoform 197

695 of APP bearing the Swedish mutation 198

(APPK670/671L); they present numerous AP by 199

11–13 months of age and progressive cognitive 200

impairment by 9-10 months of age [22]. APP/PS1 201

dE9 mice overexpress a chimeric mouse/human 202

APP695 bearing mutations linked to familial AD 203

(KM593/594NL) and the human presenilin-1 carry- 204

ing the exon-9 deleted variant; this strain presents 205

an amyloid burden and cognitive impairment by 206

6-7 months of age [23]. APP/PS1/Tau mice are 207

homozygous for APPSwe, presenilin-1 PS1M146V 208

and protein tau P301L transgenes, and are supposed 209

to exhibit AP (with intracellular A�42 deposition 210

by 3-4 months; extracellular deposits appear at 6 211

months), tangle pathology (between 12–15 months), 212

and a cognitive decline similar to those observed in 213

AD [24]. However, the supplier communicated sev- 214

eral months after their acquisition that male mice may 215

not exhibit these phenotypic traits, as confirmed by 216

our studies (please see the results below). 217

Our experiments were performed on 24-month- 218

old TG2576 and APP/PS1 dE9 mice, whereas 219

APP/PS1/Tau mice were employed at 12 months of 220

age. Considering that amyloid burden (the target of 221

USPIO-PHO) is maximal in 24-month-old TG2576 222

and APP/PS1 dE9 mice, the in vivo data obtained on 223

these strains were analyzed without any strain dis- 224

tinction. For simplicity, they were called AD mouse 225

model (ADMM). 226

USPIO-PHO and USPIO-PEG were evaluated by 227

MRI on eight ADMM mice, five of them being 228

injected with USPIO-PHO, while USPIO-PEG was 229

administered to three mice. In order to increase the 230

brain access of USPIO-PHO, four more mice of the 231

same strain were injected just after Cereport (a syn- 232

thetic bradykinin analogue known to open transiently 233

the BBB; BACHEM, Bubendorf, Switzerland). In the 234

case of APP/PS1/Tau strain (called APTS), six mice 235

were injected with USPIO-PHO, while USPIO-PEG 236

was administered to three mice. 237

The CAs were injected in the tail vein at a dose of 238

200 �mol Fe/kg b.w, whereas Cereport was adminis- 239

tered at a dose of 9 �g/kg b.w. 240
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Molecular imaging of amyloid burden by MRI241

For molecular imaging by MRI, mice were anes-242

thetized with 2% isoflurane (Tem Sega, Lormont,243

France) at a rate of 70 ml/min. Mice respiration was244

monitored during all MRI experiments and the body245

temperature was maintained at 37◦C with a warm246

water circulating system.247

Subsequent to the acquisition of pre-contrast248

images, CAs were injected as described above, and249

the post-contrast images were acquired at the level250

of the head on a 300 MHz (7T) Bruker Pharmas-251

can imaging system (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany)252

equipped with a horizontal magnet and a circular253

polarized MRI transceiver coil (55 mm × 23 mm; fre-254

quency of 3 MHz; maximum RF of 5 ms), using the255

sequence RARE (Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation256

Enhancement) : TR/TE = 3000/30 ms, RARE fac-257

tor = 4, NEX = 4, FOV = 2.5 cm, matrix = 512 × 512,258

slice thickness 1 mm, 20 axial slices, spatial259

resolution= 48 �m, TA = 25 min 36 s.260

Analysis of contrast enhancement and of amyloid261

burden’s molecular labelling262

The contrast enhancement was calculated after263

measuring the signal intensity (SI) values, using264

the ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health,265

USA), on pre- (SIpre) and post-contrast (SIpsot) MR266

images within regions of interest (ROI) drawn manu-267

ally at the level of cortex, hippocampus, thalamus and268

the whole brain. The standard deviation (SD) of the269

noise was measured in a region outside of the animal270

body. These values were used to compute the per-271

centage change of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)272

on post-contrast as compared to pre-contrast images273

according to the following equation:274

�SNR% =
[(

SIpost/NoiseSD
)

−
(

SIpre/NoiseSD
)

SIpre/NoiseSD

]
× 100

275

Aiming to quantify the molecular labelling pro-276

duced by USPIO-PHO on amyloid burden, the total277

number of black pixels was determined for cortex,278

hippocampus, thalamus, and the whole brain using279

the ImageJ software [17, 19]. The level of black280

pixels in post-contrast images has been thresholded281

to the pre-contrast level, and the results were auto-282

matically provided by ImageJ software after image283

segmentation (Supplementary Figure 1). The results284

were expressed as percentage of black pixels in285

post-contrast compared to pre-contrast images.286

Detection of amyloid plaques and peptide by 287

immunohistochemistry 288

About three weeks subsequent to the MRI stud- 289

ies, the mice were reinjected with USPIO derivatives 290

as described above and euthanized 90 min later by a 291

lethal dose of Nembutal (Sanofi, Brussels, Belgium). 292

Considering that the total imaging time lasted for 293

more than 2 h, this experimental strategy was jus- 294

tified by the selection of the optimal brain uptake 295

of the CA observed during our present and previous 296

MRI and biodistribution studies [16]. The blood was 297

removed, tissues rinsed by a transcardial perfusion of 298

10 ml of phosphate buffered saline (PBS, per liter: 8 g 299

NaCl, 0.2 g KCl, 2.31 g Na2HPO4 × 12 H2O, 0.2 g 300

KH2PO4, pH 7.4), and the brains were harvested in 301

4% paraformaldehyde. Subsequent to the alcohol and 302

butanol baths, the brains were paraffin embedded and 303

cut to obtain 5 �m slices. 304

The presence of AP in the brains of transgenic 305

mice was verified on histological sections through 306

the detection of A� by an anti-A�17-24 antibody 307

(clone 4G8, Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium). For this 308

purpose, brain slices were rehydrated and endoge- 309

nous peroxydases were blocked 15 min with 0.15% 310

H2O2 in PBS and rinsed two times for 5 min in 311

PBS-0.1% Tween-20. Brain slices were blocked 312

with PFBB (Pierce Protein-Free Blocking Buffer, 313

Thermo Fisher Scientific, p/a Perbio Science BVBA, 314

Aalst, Belgium) for 1 h before overnight incubation 315

with mouse anti A�17-24 antibody at a concentra- 316

tion of 2 �g/ml. After rinsing three times for 5 min 317

in PBS-0.1% Tween-20, slices were incubated for 318

1 h at room temperature with peroxidase-conjugated 319

anti-mouse antibody (Vector Labconsult, Brussels, 320

Belgium) at a concentration of 4 �g/ml. AP were 321

then detected by treating tissues for 20 min with 322

0.05% 3,3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB) tetrachlorhy- 323

drate (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 0.02% 324

H2O2 prepared in PBS, pH 7.4. After rinsing 325

again three times in distilled water, the sections 326

were counterstained with Mayer’s Hemalun (VWR 327

International, Leuven, Belgium) and Luxol Fast 328

Blue and mounted in a permanent medium (Leica 329

Microsystems, Groot Bijgaarden, Belgium). Images 330

were obtained using a Leica DM2000 microscope 331

equipped with a DFC 425C camera and a light source 332

EL 6000 (Leica Microsystems). 333

Perls’-DAB staining of USPIO derivatives on 334

histological brain samples 335

USPIO derivatives present inside the brain 336

parenchyma of the injected mice (please see the above 337
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section for details) were revealed by Perls’-DAB iron338

staining on consecutive histological slices. For this339

purpose, they were rehydrated and endogenous per-340

oxidases were blocked for 15 min with 1% H2O2 in341

PBS. USPIO derivatives were then detected by stain-342

ing for 30 min with Perls’ working solution (mixing343

equal volumes of 5% potassium ferrocyanide and 5%344

HCl). After rinsing three times for 10 min in distilled345

water, tissues were treated for 10 min with 0.05%346

DAB in PBS, pH 7.4, followed by immersion for347

10 min in 0.05% DAB supplemented with 0.033%348

H2O2 prepared in PBS, pH 7.4. After rinsing again349

in distilled water, the sections were counterstained350

with Hemalun and Luxol Fast Blue and mounted in351

a permanent medium.352

Colocalization of AP and vectorized contrast353

agents by immunofluorescence354

After rehydration, histological sections were355

blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA,356

Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 1 h. Brain slices were357

then incubated overnight with rat anti-PEG (8 �g/ml,358

Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and 4G8 mouse anti-359

A�17-24 (5�g/ml, Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium)360

antibodies diluted in PBS complemented with 0.5%361

BSA and 0.05% Tween-20. After rinsing three362

times with 0.1% Tween-20 in PBS, fluorescein-363

conjugated rabbit anti-rat mouse adsorbed and Texas364

Red-conjugated horse anti-mouse antibodies (Vec-365

tor Labconsult) were incubated with brain slices366

for 1 h at a concentration of 20�g/ml in phosphate367

buffer (per liter: 0.304 g Na2HPO4 × 12 H2O, 1.26 g368

NaH2PO4 × H2O, 8.76 g NaCl, pH 7.8). After rins-369

ing again two times with PBS-0.1% Tween-20 and370

one time in PBS, histological tissues were mounted371

with Vectashield Mounting Medium with 4’,6-372

diamidine-2’-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI,373

Vector Labconsult). Fluorescence was observed374

using a Leica DM2000 microscope.375

Colocalization of USPIO-PHO with caveolae376

and lysosomes in human brain microvascular377

endothelial cells378

The human brain microvascular endothelial cells379

ACBRI376 (Cell Systems, Kirkland, WA, USA) were380

cultured in complete CSC medium (Cell Systems)381

supplemented with 1% Antibiotic-Antimycotic (Life382

Technologies, Gent, Belgium) and 2% CultureBoost383

(Cell Systems). For fluorescence assays, cells were384

seeded onto coverslips coated with 0.2 mg/ml colla-385

gen at a density of 1.5 × 105 cells/well. Cells were386

incubated with USPIO-PHO-rho or USPIO-PEG- 387

rho (2 h, 37◦C) at a concentration of 500�M in 388

MCDB131 culture medium supplemented with 2% 389

FBS, 1% L-glutamine, 0.14% heparin 5000 U/ml, 390

and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic (all from Life Tech- 391

nologies). The negative control was incubated with 392

USPIO-free culture medium. Cells were rinsed 393

two times with PBS and fixed with 4% buffered 394

formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 min. Then, 395

cells were rinsed again and blocked with PBS 396

supplemented with 5% normal goat serum (Cell Sig- 397

naling Technology, BIOKE, Leiden, Netherlands) 398

and 0.3% Triton-X100 (Sigma-Aldrich). After rins- 399

ing steps, the detection of caveolae and lysosomes 400

was performed using anti-caveolin 1 or anti-LAMP1 401

antibodies made in rabbit (both from Santa Cruz, Hei- 402

delberg, Germany) that were incubated overnight at 403

a concentration of 4 �g/ml in PBS. Cells were rinsed 404

again and incubated with 20 �g/ml of anti-rabbit IgG 405

antibody made in goat coupled to fluorescein (Vector 406

Labconsult) in phosphate buffer pH 7.8 supplemented 407

with 0.5% BSA for 1 h. Finally, cells were rinsed and 408

mounted with Vectashield Mounting Medium with 409

DAPI. 410

Statistical analysis 411

All data are expressed as means ± standard 412

deviation (SD). Differences between experimental 413

groups were evaluated by one-way ANOVA using 414

the software SigmaPlot 11.0. For groups where 415

homoscedasticity was not validated, the statistic vali- 416

dation was confirmed by Holm-Sidak and Bonferroni 417

tests. Results are considered statistically different 418

when p < 0.05. 419

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 420

In vivo MRI evaluation of the functionalized 421

imaging probe USPIO-PHO 422

The ability of USPIO-PHO to cross the BBB and 423

detect AP has been evaluated by MRI on ADMM 424

transgenic mice, USPIO-PEG being used as a nega- 425

tive control. Figure 1A shows the global darkening 426

of the brain on post-contrast images compared to 427

the pre-contrast ones. The overall negative contrast 428

produced by USPIO-PHO was persistent until the 429

end of the imaging session (130-min post-injection), 430

whereas that produced by USPIO-PEG was evident at 431

30-min post-contrast, but lower than in USPIO-PHO 432

injected mice. In addition to the global darkening 433
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Fig. 1. MR images acquired with RARE protocol (spatial resolution = 48 �m), representative of the brain of ADMM transgenic mice, in
pre-contrast and 30 or 130 min after their injection with USPIO-PHO or USPIO-PEG: (A) raw images; (B) color overlays of the raw images.
The negative signal enhancement is observed on color overlays by the shift of colors from blue/green to black. C, cortex; H, hippocampus;
T, thalamus; D3V, dorsal 3rd ventricle; 3V, 3rd ventricle.

of brain tissue in post-contrast images, the color434

overlays shown in Fig. 1B reveal the presence of435

dense dark spots in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus,436

and thalamus of the mice injected with USPIO-437

PHO, which correspond to its concentration at the438

targeted sites. Their density diminishes at 130-min439

post-contrast, but is still obvious and not reproduced 440

by USPIO-PEG, which seems to be cleared from the 441

brain at the same time post-injection. 442

The same in vivo MRI experiment has been repro- 443

duced on APTS mice which were supposed to exhibit 444

A� and neurofibrillary tangle pathology similar to 445
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those observed in AD patients by 6 months of age.446

The Supplementary Figure 2A shows MR images447

acquired in pre- and post-contrast, after the injec-448

tion of USPIO-PHO or USPIO-PEG. The negative449

contrast produced by USPIO-PHO is much less450

important on this mouse model compared to ADMM451

mice and is similar to that observed previously on452

NMRI mice [16] (Fig. 2B), being explained by the453

lack of AP as confirmed by immunohistochemistry454

(please see the next section). This convinced us to455

use APTS mice as negative controls of AD pathology.456

Nevertheless, USPIO-PHO shows a slightly higher457

negative contrast as compared to USPIO-PEG due to458

the natural BBB crossing.459

The negative contrast enhancement (�SNR%)460

measured on RARE images of the brain in ADMM461

transgenic mice (Fig. 2A) confirms that USPIO-PHO462

produced a much stronger effect than USPIO-PEG463

(p < 0.05) on �SNR% of all the analyzed brain464

regions (cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, the whole465

brain) and acquisition times. However, the maxi-466

mum effect produced by USPIO-PHO on �SNR%467

of brains in APTS mice (Fig. 2B) is less important468

(i.e., –32% in the cortex at 100-min post-contrast) as469

compared to ADMM mice (–55% in the cortex at 130-470

min post-contrast), corroborating thus the empirical471

observation of MR images.472

As previously observed by our group [16], USPIO-473

PHO attains a pick of brain penetration 90-min474

post-injection and is cleared from it 24 h later. The475

brain clearance 24-h post-injection has been con-476

firmed within the present work on transgenic mouse477

models of AD (data not shown) and is in agreement478

with the elimination half-life (Te1/2) of USPIO-PHO,479

which is about 3 h (versus about 5 h for USPIO-PEG)480

[16]. Although USPIO-PEG has a much longer elim-481

ination half-life (and thus a delayed blood clearance),482

it is not able to produce a comparable negative con-483

trast on the brains of ADMM mice at imaging times484

later than 2 h.485

All these experimental data strengthen the assump-486

tion that the contrast observed with USPIO-PHO in487

ADMM mice is not a consequence of the delayed488

blood clearance, but the result of A�42 binding. The489

vectorization of USPIO with peptides speeds the490

rate of biomarker targeting, which allows diagnosis491

imaging in a clinical time window (i.e., 1-2 h post-492

injection), enhances the blood clearance and urine493

excretion, and restrains USPIO’s uptake by the reticu-494

loendothelial system (this last property in conjunction495

with PEG grafting) [16, 17, 19]. All these proper-496

ties optimize the specific targeting and imaging of497

molecular biomarkers with functionalized nanoparti- 498

cles, contributing in this way to a better non-invasive 499

diagnosis. 500

Aiming to quantify the ability of USPIO-PHO to 501

detect its molecular target by MRI, the total num- 502

ber of black pixels in post-contrast images has been 503

determined by ImageJ and expressed in percentage 504

compared to pre-contrast after thresholding them to 505

the pre-contrast level of grey (Fig. 3). The percentage 506

of black pixels is much larger in mice injected with 507

USPIO-PHO as compared to USPIO-PEG at both 508

image acquisition times (i.e., 30 and 130 min) and is 509

statistically significant when measured on the entire 510

brain and hippocampus; in cortex and thalamus, 511

the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05) at 512

30-min post-injection. These results suggest that the 513

negative contrast produced by USPIO-PHO on the 514

AD brain in experimental conditions reflects the 515

specific imaging of its brain target, i.e., the A� 516

aggregates. 517

The strong and extended negative contrast 518

observed within the thalamus may be related to the 519

supply of a larger quantity of USPIO-PHO in this 520

brain area in conjunction to its retention by A�42, 521

as shown by immunohistochemistry studies (please 522

see below). The blood is supplied to the thalamus 523

via the posterior cerebral arteries, which derive from 524

the basilar artery formed from the fusion of the two 525

vertebral arteries. Branches of the posterior cerebral 526

arteries deliver the blood to the posterior areas of 527

the cortex too, after supplying the thalamus due to 528

the anatomical topology. The blood supply to the 529

middle and frontal parts of the cortex derives from 530

branches of the internal carotid artery, which addi- 531

tionally receives blood from the posterior cerebral 532

arteries via the posterior communicant arteries. The 533

thalamus is therefore supplied with blood before the 534

cortex due to its anatomical topology, which explains 535

this spatio-temporal biodistribution of nanoparticles. 536

Moreover, the thalamus delivery is facilitated by the 537

larger diameter of the blood vessels at this level as 538

compared to those in the cortex. 539

To increase the access to the brain of USPIO- 540

PHO, a second study by MRI was performed using 541

Cereport, which was injected to ADMM mice just 542

before the administration of CA. Also called RMP-7 543

or labradimil, this molecule is a synthetic ago- 544

nist of bradykinin B2 receptor that modulates tight 545

junctions between endothelial cells and increases 546

transiently the BBB permeability [25, 26]. Although 547

quite variable, Cereport generally enhanced the neg- 548

ative contrast produced by USPIO-PHO in the brain 549
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Fig. 2. Contrast enhancement (�SNR%) measured on different regions of the brain (cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, the whole brain) in
MR images of ADMM (A) or APTS (B) transgenic mice injected with USPIO-PHO or USPIO-PEG.

of ADMM mice, at least during the first 105-min550

post-injection (Fig. 4), attesting thus its permissive551

effect at the level of BBB. The increase of �SNR%552

to lesser negative values 145-min post-injection 553

suggests that Cereport facilitates the clearance of 554

USPIO-PHO from the brain at times longer than 555
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Fig. 3. The percentage of black pixels in post-contrast MR images of the brain of ADMM transgenic mice at different post-injection times
of USPIO-PHO or USPIO-PEG (please see methods for the analysis of black pixels by ImageJ).

2 h after administration (Supplementary Figure 3).556

This result agrees with the published literature, which557

reported decreased levels of platinum in rat glioma 2 h558

after Cereport infusion [25]. On the other hand, the559

strong global negative contrast produced by USPIO-560

PHO at shorter acquisition times rendered difficult561

the interpretation of AP molecular imaging by MRI.562

Nevertheless, Cereport may be useful to increase563

the access to the brain of functionalized imaging564

probes and to perform specific molecular diagnosis565

at shorter times after injection if lower doses of CA566

are employed.567

Validation of the transgenic mouse model by568

immunohistochemistry569

The presence of AP and A� aggregates in the570

brain of ADMM and APTS mice has been evalu-571

ated by immunohistochemistry using an anti-A�17-24572

antibody. As shown in Fig. 5, ADMM mice are char-573

acterized by a high density of AP and A� aggregates574

mainly within the cortex and hippocampus, while the575

brain of APTS mice is void of this AD biomarker or576

of any evident pathological alteration, being similar577

to that of control NMRI mice. In addition to AP, A�578

seems to be diffusely concentrated in the cell bodies579

or aggregated between several cells or over the cell 580

bodies. At a closer look, this A� distribution is also 581

present in the thalamus (Supplementary Figure 4), 582

where it is diffusely dispersed and forms less compact 583

aggregates; it is moreover present in the endothelial 584

cells of blood vessels, where USPIO-PHO was also 585

observed (please see the next section). The vascu- 586

lar deposition of A� is a recognized feature of AD 587

pathology [27]. Altogether, these results corroborate 588

the MRI observations and contribute to the validation 589

of specific AP/A� targeting by USPIO-PHO. 590

Perls’-DAB staining of USPIO derivatives on 591

histological brain samples 592

The targeting of AP and A� aggregates by USPIO- 593

PHO in the brain of ADMM mice pre-injected with 594

this CA has been evaluated by Perls’/DAB staining 595

of brain sections (Fig. 6). The dark staining of iron 596

contained in USPIO-PHO corresponds to AP, but 597

also to the brain parenchyma, reproducing the cell 598

distribution of A� aggregates observed above with 599

anti-A�17-24 antibody (Fig. 5). USPIO-PHO was also 600

observed in the endothelial cells of brain capillaries 601

and surrounding parenchyma, and even in some cell 602

bodies of neurons (Fig. 6, Supplementary Figure 5). 603
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Fig. 4. MR images of the brain of ADMM transgenic mice injected with Cereport to enhance the BBB permeability for USPIO-PHO (A)
and contrast enhancement (�SNR%) measured on different regions of the brain (cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, whole brain) in MR images
acquired in these conditions (B). The MR images and �SNR% are compared with those obtained in the absence of Cereport.

USPIO-PEG was found rarely bound to AP, almost604

at their border, where the level of Perls’-DAB staining605

is significantly lower when compared to USPIO-606

PHO. To note that AP stained by USPIO-PEG shown607

in Fig. 6 are among the rare examples that could be608

identified; no staining of A� aggregates could be 609

observed in the presence of this CA. As opposed 610

to USPIO-PHO, USPIO-PEG was not identified in 611

the endothelial cells of brain capillaries, but it could 612

be detected within the lumen of these blood vessels 613
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Fig. 5. Detection of AP and A� aggregates by immunohistochemistry in the cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus on brain slices of ADMM
mice is compared to APTS and NMRI mice, used as control. AP and A� aggregates are stained in brown by DAB.

(Supplementary Figure 4). AP in USPIO-free control614

mice did not show any background staining of iron,615

supporting the assumption that USPIO-PHO is able616

to cross the BBB and target AP and A� aggregates.617

The presence of USPIO-PHO within endothelial cells618

of brain capillaries substantiates these observations.619

Manual counting of AP stained by Perls’-DAB or620

by the 4G8 anti-A�17-24 antibody (Fig. 7A) in the621

brain of ADMM mice reveals that USPIO-PHO is622

bound to about 50% of AP at 90-min post-injection;623

higher levels of detection with USPIO-PHO were624

obtained in thalamus, but this may be related to the625

smaller number of AP associated to this brain region,626

thus increasing the count precision. The same analy-627

sis performed on brain slices of mice injected with628

Cereport before USPIO-PHO confirms that Cere-629

port amplified the brain clearance of nanoparticles as630

observed by MRI, since their binding to AP dimin-631

ished to half or more than half when compared632

to USPIO-PHO alone. High correlation coefficients 633

were found between the number of AP detected 634

with anti-A�17-24 4G8 antibody or by Perls’-DAB 635

staining (Fig. 7B), the highest corresponding to 636

the cortex (r2 = 0.887) and to the entire brain slice 637

(r2 = 0.905). Considering that Perls’-DAB staining 638

detected USPIO-PHO nanoparticles bound to AP, one 639

can assume that MRI investigations revealed the pres- 640

ence of this molecular hallmark of AD. 641

Colocalization between AP and vectorized 642

contrast agents by fluorescence 643

The specific targeting of AP and A� aggregates 644

in the brain of ADMM mice by USPIO-PHO was 645

evaluated by immunofluorescence (Fig. 8). A� was 646

colocalized with CA by co-incubation with anti- 647

A�17-24 and anti-PEG antibodies respectively on 648

brain slices of the mice pre-injected with either 649
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Fig. 6. Binding of USPIO-PHO to AP and A� aggregates in the brain (cortex and hippocampus) of ADMM mice was detected by Perls’-
DAB staining and compared to USPIO-PEG and USPIO-free control mice. The iron contained in USPIO derivatives is stained in brown by
Perls’-DAB protocol.

USPIO-PHO or USPIO-PEG. The results confirm650

that USPIO-PHO is located at the level of AP and A�651

aggregates, while USPIO-PEG could not be detected652

by this method probably because of the low con-653

centration of PEG moieties, which are detected with654

anti-PEG antibody. Many of the cell nuclei located in655

the AP areas are pyknotic and fused to one another,656

demonstrating the cell death. Some cells seem to657

contain A� deposits in their cell bodies, which is658

consistent with the observation that A� is either659

generated intracellularly [28–30] or extracellularly,660

followed by its internalization by endocytosis [28,661

30]. Upon intracellular aggregation of A�, this is662

released into the extracellular space subsequent to 663

the cell lysis after death. The inclusion of cell nuclei 664

in the amyloid deposits can also be observed in 665

Fig. 5, although their identification is more challeng- 666

ing because the dark blue staining of nuclei is covered 667

by the brown staining of A�. 668

In vitro evaluation of the transcytosis mechanism 669

of USPIO-PHO through the BBB 670

In order to identify the cell compartment responsi- 671

ble of USPIO-PHO transcytosis over the endothelial 672

cells of BBB, USPIO-PHO coupled to rhodamine 673
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Fig. 7. Histograms showing the number of AP counted by microscopy in the brain (cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus) of ADMM mice
injected with either USPIO-PHO (left) or USPIO-PHO and Cereport (right) after their detection with anti-A�17-24 4G8 antibody or by
Perls’-DAB (A); the results are expressed as means of AP per mouse brain region ± SD; the percentage is calculated for Perls’-DAB versus
anti-A�17-24 4G8 antibody stained AP. The correlation coefficients between the number of AP detected with anti-A�17-24 4G8 antibody or
by Perls’-DAB staining are shown in (B).

(USPIO-PHO-rho) was colocalized with caveolae674

and lysosomes in ACBRI376 human brain microvas-675

cular cells (Fig. 9); USPIO-PEG-rho was used as676

a control CA. The results reveal that most parts677

of USPIO-PHO-rho are endocytosed via caveolae678

(Fig. 9A), and to a much lesser extent by lysosomes679

(Fig. 9B). In the case of caveolae, caveolin-1 seems680

to concentrate around the packs of USPIO-PHO-rho 681

endocytosed within large vesicles. Cellular location 682

of lysosomes is mainly proximal to the nuclei, which 683

explains the superposition of these cell compart- 684

ments on merged microphotographs. Colocalization 685

of USPIO-PHO-rho with lysosomes was infrequent, 686

thus the microphotograph shown in Fig. 9B is 687
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Fig. 8. Colocalization by immunofluorescence of AP and A� aggregates (anti-A�17-24 4G8 antibody, stained in red) with USPIO-PHO
(anti-PEG antibody, stained in green) is compared to USPIO-PEG in the cortex of ADMM mice. The nuclei are stained in blue with DAPI.
To note the pyknotic and fused nuclei within AP that are pointed with arrows. Some cells seem to contain A� in their cell bodies. The
colocalization of USPIO-PHO with A� is revealed by the yellow/orange color of the merged microphotographs.

representative of this rare event. USPIO-PEG-rho688

could not be observed in either of the endocytic689

vesicles of this type of endothelial cells, which con-690

firms its inability to cross the BBB. This CA was not691

observed either in the endothelial cells of the BBB in692

ADMM mice, but it seems to diffuse slightly through693

the blood–cerebrospinal fluid barrier (BCSFB) of the694

choroid plexus (data not shown), which is consis-695

tent with our previous observations [16]. Overall,696

these in vitro results corroborate our present and 697

precedent studies with regard to the ability of USPIO- 698

PHO to cross the endothelial cells of BBB via the 699

non-degradation pathway associated with caveolae. 700

Conclusions 701

The development of diagnostic tools for AD is an 702

essential step toward a better management of patients 703
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Fig. 9. Colocalization of USPIO-PHO-rho and USPIO-PEG-rho with caveolae (A) and lysosomes (B) in ACBRI376 human brain microvas-
cular endothelial cells. USPIO derivatives are stained in red due to the coupled rhodamine, caveolae and lysosomes are stained in green with
fluorescein, while nuclei are stained in blue with DAPI.

from the very first stages of the cognitive decline.704

Nowadays, definitive diagnosis of this pathology is705

performed postmortem by the histopathologic analy-706

sis of the brains. Nevertheless, the clinical diagnosis707

based on physical and neurological examinations of708

the patient, the detection of biomarkers using labo-709

ratory tests and neuroimaging obtains an accuracy710

higher than 90% [3]. Although useful, biomark-711

ers’ detection remains, however, controversial. For712

instance, A�42 detection in the cerebrospinal fluid 713

(CSF) does not include oligomers, leading to a bias 714

in results’ interpretation, and is limited by low con- 715

centrations [32]. Moreover, CSF sample collection 716

is invasive and its routine implementation is chal- 717

lenging. Among the blood plasma biomarkers (T-tau, 718

P-tau, and A�42), P-tau seems to be the only one that 719

discriminates AD patients from healthy controls, but 720

its validity needs to be certified on larger cohorts [33]. 721
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Unfortunately, the molecular mechanisms of neu-722

rodegeneration precede by more than 20 years723

the clinical signs of AD, rendering fastidious the724

development of optimal therapeutic strategies [3].725

Neuroimaging is a promising approach for the non-726

invasive diagnosis of AD, where A� deposits are727

the principal molecular imaging biomarker. Although728

PET tracers were the first compounds approved by the729

FDA and are still useful for AD diagnosis [34], MRI730

shows interesting benefits such as a better spatial res-731

olution and the use of more specific and non-nuclear732

agents.733

In the context of the above-mentioned shortcom-734

ings of the AD diagnosis, we propose a new MRI CA735

composed of USPIO functionalized with a cyclic hep-736

tapeptide (USPIO-PHO) specific to A� for the early737

diagnosis of AD. Considering its ability to recognize738

this molecular biomarker independently of its state739

of aggregation, USPIO-PHO may have an advan-740

tage over the nuclear tracers proposed so far. These741

imaging probes are specific to beta sheet-enriched742

structures like those in amyloid protein aggregates,743

which could explain their failure to discriminate744

amyloid burden associated with demented or non-745

demented elderly subjects. Moreover, USPIO are a746

class of superparamagnetic CAs showing important747

characteristics for molecular neuroimaging, such as748

an excellent nuclear magnetic resonance efficacy, low749

toxicity, relatively short half-life to allow for iterative750

acquisitions and the capacity to cross the BBB [35].751

Contrary to most of the A�-targeted MRI tracers752

developed until now [12–14, 36], the specificity of753

our vectorized nanoparticles is not ensured by the754

A� peptide itself or by an anti-A� antibody, but is755

provided by the PHO peptide (C-IPLPFYN-C) iden-756

tified by phage display [15]. The characterization of757

USPIO-PHO was previously performed and showed758

optimal features in terms of affinity, toxicity, biodis-759

tribution, pharmacokinetics, and BBB crossing [16].760

In the present work, the usefulness of USPIO-PHO761

as a diagnosis tool has been evaluated on trans-762

genic mouse models of AD (TG2576 and APP/PS1763

dE9). MRI experiments revealed the significant accu-764

mulation of USPIO-PHO in the brains of ADMM765

mice, which was not equivalent to that of control CA766

USPIO-PEG or to the transgenic mice free of A�767

or AP. The darkening produced by USPIO-PHO on768

MR images of the brain was confirmed by the contrast769

analysis and the measurement of black pixels in post-770

contrast images, for all the ROI considered (cortex,771

hippocampus, thalamus, and the entire brain). These772

MRI data suggest, on the one hand, that USPIO-PHO773

can cross over the BBB, and on the other hand, that it 774

could specifically detect A� aggregates in the AD 775

brain. When co-injected with Cereport (a vasoac- 776

tive mediator able to modulate tight junctions and 777

open transiently the BBB) [25, 26], USPIO-PHO can 778

accede inside the brain in a much larger quantity, 779

but the quality of the contrasted molecular targets 780

decreases due to the global negative contrast. In addi- 781

tion, Cereport enhances the clearance of USPIO-PHO 782

from the targeted sites at 2-h post-injection, which is 783

probably due to an amplified blood flow within the 784

brain. However, this bradykinin analogue may con- 785

tribute to the decrease of the injected dose of CA and 786

to the visualization of cerebral molecular targets at 787

shorter times after injection. 788

After brain collection, the presence of A� aggre- 789

gates in the brains of ADMM mice was confirmed by 790

immunohistochemistry. A� deposits were observed 791

in cell bodies or between and over several cells that 792

were included in the amyloid aggregates, contribut- 793

ing thus to the validation of molecular targets of 794

USPIO-PHO. Perls’-DAB staining of USPIO-PHO 795

in the brains of ADMM mice was consistent with the 796

cell and tissue distribution of A� deposits detected 797

by immunohistochemistry. Moreover, the high corre- 798

lation coefficients found between the number of AP 799

detected by Perls’-DAB staining or by immunohisto- 800

chemistry plead for the specific targeting of this AD 801

molecular hallmark by USPIO-PHO. The presence of 802

USPIO-PHO, but not of USPIO-PEG, in endothelial 803

cells of brain capillaries contributes to its validation 804

as a BBB crossing agent. Consequently, the black 805

pixels observed by MRI in the brain of ADMM mice 806

injected with USPIO-PHO are likely reflecting the 807

binding of this CA to its molecular target and thus 808

the amyloid burden in AD. This assumption is further- 809

more sustained by the colocalization of USPIO-PHO 810

with AP and A� deposits as observed by immunofluo- 811

rescence. Altogether, these experimental data suggest 812

that USPIO-PHO conserved its integrity after cross- 813

ing over the BBB, being able to recognize A� peptide 814

aggregated within the brain. 815

USPIO-PEG was found in the brain of ADMM 816

mice, but its binding to AP was weaker, infrequent 817

and mainly located at the border of AP. The pres- 818

ence of non-vectorized USPIO-PEG in the cerebral 819

parenchyma is not surprising because of the PEG’s 820

ability to facilitate the brain access [37–39]. How- 821

ever, as previously observed by our group [16] and 822

confirmed in the present work, USPIO-PEG seems to 823

attain the brain via the BCSFB, where it was found 824

in the choroid plexus. 825
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Finally, the endocytosis of USPIO-PHO in826

endothelial cells of BBB seems to be mostly mediated827

by a non-degradation pathway through the caveolae,828

even if a small part of it is taken-up by lysosomes.829

USPIO-PEG does not seem to be endocytosed by830

this kind of cells, confirming the histochemistry stud-831

ies and sustaining the hypothesis that its access into832

the brain does not occur via the BBB, but rather833

via the BCSFB. Present at the level of the choroid834

plexus, this barrier is less restrictive than the BBB835

because of weaker tight junctions [40, 41] associ-836

ated with claudin-2 expression as opposed to BBB,837

which comprises claudin-4 known to decrease its838

permeability [42].839

Although our USPIO derivatives may addition-840

ally penetrate the brain through a potentially leakier841

BBB of the aged AD mice [43, 44], this pathway842

does not seem to be the major mechanism borrowed843

by USPIO-PHO that is able to cross even the intact844

BBB of healthy NMRI mice [16]. Besides, a more845

permeable BBB should induce a similar penetra-846

tion of USPIO-PHO and USPIO-PEG in AD mice847

brains. The higher negative contrast produced by848

USPIO-PHO, corroborated by histochemistry and849

immunohistochemistry studies, proves that this is not850

the case.851

To conclude, the results presented in the present852

work support the idea that USPIO-PHO is able to853

cross the BBB and target AP, bringing the proof of854

concept that AD diagnosis could be performed non-855

invasively by MRI, potentially even at early stages856

of the disease, with peptide-functionalized imaging857

probes targeted to A� independently of its state of858

aggregation.859
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